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ABSTRACT 

Transportation framework in mega city are regularly influenced by different sorts of occasions, for example, 

normal disaster, accidents. Exceptionally thick and complicated network in the transportation frameworks of 

increase quickly in number in the system since they offer different conceivable exchange courses to travellers. 

Visualization is one of the most important techniques for examining such cascades of unusual situations in the 

huge networks. This paper proposes visual coordination of activity examination and web-based social 

networking investigation utilizing two types of stream: smart card information on the Mega city and social 

media life on map. Our framework gives various facilitated perspectives to outwardly, instinctively, and at the 

same time investigate changes in travellers’ conduct and strange circumstances extricated from smart card 

information and situational clarifications from real voices of traveller, for example, objections about 

administrations removed from web based life information. At that point, the different employments of the 

information at three levels of administration are described: strategic (long term arranging), tactical (benefit 

alterations and system advancement), and operational (ridership insights and execution markers). Likewise 

detailed are smart card commercialization tests led everywhere throughout the world.  

    

Keywords: Information Visualization, Public Transportation, Smart Card, Transportation Demand, 

Visual Analysis. 

 

I  INTRODUCTION 

The open transportation systems, such as railway and metros in mega city are constantly required to build their 

flexibility to outrageous circumstances caused by different occasions. Open transportation frameworks are 

currently getting ready reaction for these events. To increment the versatility of the systems, lessons must be 

gained from past occasions to see how the frameworks are influenced by changes in travelers practice. Powerful 

inland earthquakes are also estimated to possibly occur in the metro area. Public transportation systems are now 

preparing responses for these events. To increase the resilience of the systems, lessons must be learned from 

past events to understand how the systems are affected by changes in passenger’s behaviors. Integration of smart 

card data and social media data enables us to replay past events and to discover abnormal situations of 

transportation systems, propagations of abnormalities over transportation networks, and passenger’s complaints 

or dissatisfaction about which even train system operators and station staff do not know. [1]  
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Developing a visual environment for exploring passenger behaviors in a complex transportation system using 

transportation logs and social media stream is still a challenging task. For supporting effective exploration, the 

environment needs to satisfy the following requirements: 

1) Discovering unusual phenomena from the wide range of temporal overviews that are derived from differences 

between daily and event-driven passenger behaviors. The techniques for intuitively verifying effects of known 

events and discovering trouble unknown to even train system operators are desired. 

2) Understanding changes in passenger flows and related propagation of unusual phenomena in each time period 

on a wide area metro network. A visual exploration environment is necessary to intuitively understand the route, 

speed, and range of propagation of the unusual phenomena such as abnormal crowdedness. These are difficult 

for the train system operators to understand because the transportation system network in mega city is extremely 

dense and complicated. 

3) Exploring reasons for unusual phenomena or their effects from real user’s voices. A system is required for 

exploring information about passengers’ complaints, activities such as use of taxis or buses, and confusing 

situations. In stations, this often cannot be obtained from customer support or operation trouble databases. [2] 

 

Transportation is the backbone of our civilization and cities invest a lot of money for maintenance and 

improvements of public transport infrastructures. Research in this field is essential to develop sustainable cities 

and several factors need to be taken into consideration. From an economical perspective, cities administrations 

look for solutions to reduce the cost of the service and to improve its efficiency. From a social perspective, a 

Public Transport System (hereafter, PTS) ensures that all citizen are able to travel. From an environmental 

perspective PTS allows to save more energy compared to private transport. [3] 

 

II LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

B. Pan, Y. Zheng, D. Wilkie, and C. Shahabi [2013], The advances in mobile processing and person to person 

communication administrations empower individuals to the elements of a city. In this paper, they address the 

issue of recognised and depict activity irregularities utilizing smart detecting with two types of information, 

human mobility and web-based social networking.  Activity abnormalities are caused by accidents, control, 

disasters, sport occasions, festivals, and different occasions. Activity of abnormality according to drivers, they 

distinguish irregularities   on a metro street arrange. Here, a detected anomaly was distinguished inconsistency 

was represented by a sub-chart of a street arrange where drivers' routing practices essentially vary from their 

original pattern. They described and detected anomaly by mining agent terms from the people posted on social 

media when the anomaly happened.  This kind of system for detecting traffic problem could not be beneficial 

both drivers and transportation authorities, The framework for distinguishing such movement irregularities can 

profit the two drivers and transportation specialists. [3] 

 

M.-P. Pelletier, M. Tr_epanier, and C.Morency[2011]Smart card mechanized charge accumulation frameworks are 

being utilized increasingly by open travel agencies. While their fundamental design is to gather income, they 

likewise create expansive amounts of extremely point by point information on locally available exchanges. 

These information can be extremely helpful to travel organizers, from the everyday activity of the travel 
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framework to the key long term planning of the system. This survey covers a few parts of smart card 

information use in general society travel setting. To begin with, the innovations are introduced: the equipment 

and data frameworks required to work these instruments; and security concerns and lawful issues identified with 

the spread of smart card information, data storage, and encryption are addressed. At long last, the most 

encouraging examination roads for smart card information in this field are exhibited; for example, comparison 

of arranged and executed calendars, systematic timetable alterations, and the survival models connected to 

ridership. [4]  

 

W. Zeng, C. Fu, S. M. Arisona, A. Erath, and H. Qu[Dec. 2014]Public transportation systems (PTSs) assume a 

critical part in current urban areas, giving  shared/huge transportation benefits that are fundamental for the 

overall population. In any case, because of their expanding many-sided quality, outlining powerful techniques to 

envision and investigate PTS is exceedingly testing. Most existing procedures utilize arrange representation 

strategies and spotlight on demonstrating the system topology crosswise over stops while overlooking different 

versatility related factors, for example, riding time, exchange time, holding up time, and round-the-clock 

designs. This work means to imagine and investigate traveler versatility in a PTS with a group of systematic 

errands in view of contributions from transportation specialists. In the wake of investigating diverse plan 

options, they come up  with a coordinated arrangement with three perception modules: isochrone map for 

geological data, isotime stream outline for successful worldly data examination and control, and OD-match 

travel see for detail visual investigation of versatility factors along  courses between particular cause goal sets.  

they devise a few intelligent visual inquiry techniques for clients to effortlessly investigate the elements of PTS 

portability over space and time. In conclusion, They likewise build a PTS versatility show from a great many 

genuine traveler directions, and assess our perception procedures with grouped contextual investigations with 

the transportation scientists. [5] 

 

A. Slingsby, J. Wood, and J. Dykes[2010.], Depicting spatial and worldly parts of activity streams of various kinds 

is testing. They utilized a tree map based technique that can demonstrate different parts of huge amounts of 

spatial and Transient movement information at the same time. Tree maps show multivariate information as an 

order of square shapes that are settled inside each other. Each level of the progression is utilized to convey data 

around one variable, with square shape size, plan and shading being potential data conveying 'channels' for 

reflecting properties of the data.[6] 

  

Z. Wang, T. Ye, M. Lu, X. Yuan, H. Qu, J. Yuan, and Q. Wu[2014.], They exhibited a visual investigation 

framework to investigate activity direction data recorded by transportation cells. Such information contains the 

developments of about every single moving vehicle on the real streets of a city. Along these lines it is 

exceptionally appropriate for Heavy-activity investigation. Be that as it may, the vehicle developments are 

recorded just when they go through the cells. The correct tracks between two continuous cells are obscure. To 

manage such vulnerabilities, they are first design a local animation, demonstrating the vehicle developments just 

in the region of cells. Furthermore, they disregard the miniaturized scale practices of individual vehicles, and 

spotlight on the large scale activity designs. They apply existing direction collection strategies to the data set, 

contemplating cell status design and between cell stream designs. Past that, they propose to ponder the 
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relationship between's these two examples with dynamic diagram representation strategies. It permits to check 

how movement blockage on one cell is connected with activity streams on neighboring connections, and with 

course choice in its neighborhood. [7] 

 

III PROPOSED METHOD 

 An traffic will be observed then a flow estimation will be detected which will explore the result on which 

exploration. If earthquake is observed then the result is displayed directly on the visual exploration or else if not 

observed then passengers will let us know through social media from the location where earthquake has taken 

place then that location is send on flow estimation and later will be displayed on visual exploration show from 

the figure1. 

                                        

                                                               Fig 1: Proposed Work                                               

This framework is proposed to explorer the impacts of know occasions and discovering trouble. Understanding 

changes in passenger’s streams and spatial hints of unusual conditions in each area on a wide area metro 

network. 

First Warmth outline gives a fleeting diagram of surprising wonders in traveler flows. Animated see envisions 

worldly changes in traveler’s stream with spatial setting and proliferation of uncommon marvels over the entire 

metro organize utilizing animation, and tweet bubble see gives a review of patterns of watch words clarifying 

the circumstance amid the abnormal wonders. [4] We are also use the Dijkstra algorithm, to find the shortest 

path for travelers and passengers in abnormal situations. 

1) Dijkstra Algorithm 

Dijkstra thought about the shortest path problem when working at the Mathematical Center in 

Amsterdam in 1956 as a programmer to demonstrate the capabilities of a new computer called 

ARMAC. Dijkstra's algorithm is an algorithm for finding the shortest paths between nodes in 

a graph, which may represent, for example, road networks.  It can also be used for finding the 

shortest paths from a single node to a single destination node by stopping the algorithm once the 

shortest path to the destination node has been determined. 
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Algorithm Notation: 

 d` denotes the distance value of a node `. 

 p or t denotes the status label of a node, where p stand for permanent and t stands for 

temporary 

 cij is the cost of traversing link (i, j) as given by the problem The state of a node ` is the 

ordered pair   of its distance value d` and its status label. 

 

1.1 Algorithm  

Step 1: Initialization  

• Assign the zero distance value to node s, and label it as Permanent. [The state of node s is (0, p).]  

• Assign to every node a distance value of ∞ and label them as Temporary. [The state of every 

other node is (∞, t).]  

• Designate the node s as the current node. 

Step 2: Distance Value Update and Current Node Designation Update 

 Let i be the index of the current node. 

(1) Find the set J of nodes with temporary labels that can be reached from the current node i by a 

link (i, j). Update the distance values of these nodes. 

• For each j ∈ J, the distance value dj of node j is updated as follows new dj = min{dj, di + cij} 

where cij is the cost of link (i, j), as given in the network problem. 

(2) Determine a node j that has the smallest distance value dj among all nodes j ∈ J,  

find j ∗ such that min j∈J dj = dj ∗ 

(3) Change the label of node j ∗ to permanent and designate this node as the current node. 

Step 3: Termination Criterion  

If all nodes that can be reached from node s have been permanently labeled, then stop - we are 

done.  

If we cannot reach any temporary labeled node from the current node, then all the temporary 

labels become permanent - we are done. Otherwise, go to Step 2. 

2) Heatmap View 

 For effectively finding strange marvels in traveller’s streams and a specific line, over numerous lines more than 

multi day and investigating their fleeting qualities from the extensive variety of worldly outline, heatmap see 

gives capacities to reviewing deviation from normal traveller stream in each time receptacle on each area for 

ever line more than multi day. It utilized for spotting intriguing marvels by utilizing example of hues. In spite of 

the fact that it doesn’t give spatial context, after discovering intrigued  transits spots demonstrating crowdedness 

emptiness, we are going  investigate spatial changes in them by consolidating heatmap see with animated 

Ribbon sees. Moreover, we can watch their motivation and impacts by joining heatmap sees with tweetBubble 

sees. 

HeatMap see gives a worldly outline of abnormal wonders in traveller streams,  

• AnimatedRibbon see imagines worldly changes in traveller streams with spatial settings and spread of strange 

marvels over the entire metro arrange utilizing liveliness,  
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• TweetBubble see gives a review of patterns of Catch phrases clarifying the circumstance amid The unordinary 

marvels. [4] 

 

3) Hardware  

3.1 Smart Card  

 Smart card is hardware that we are going to use for detecting flow of departure passenger and arrival passenger 

from the metro and airport the its going to inform sources to investigate activity of open transportation 

frameworks. Concentrated on blockage example of some underground stations in metro city to uncover station 

swarming examples to maintain a strategic distance from movement crowdedness.  They estimated various 

mobility-related factors such as waiting time, riding time, transfer time, and travel efficiency using data 

including passenger journey data via RFID card, transit line schedule data, and transportation network data. 

Then visualized them to explore geographical accessibility, time-efficient routes and their temporal variations 

along the origin-destination journeys. Although they focused on visualizing mobility-related information along 

routes from a specific origin in a tree structure, our work focus on visualizing spatio-temporal propagation of 

crowdedness or emptiness in a complicated network. 

 

 

3.2 RFID 

 We are going to store the passenger’s information like their name, mobile number and their travelling times and 

city where they want to travel that information is useful for tracking the passenger flow and if some anomalies 

happened so we are going to inform that passenger .In that RFID card we store passenger information  2 to 4 kb 

data store.  

IV CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

In this paper, we are going to use smart card and RFID card combination condition to investigate change in 

streams of travelers on the metro city and their circumstances and end result will be utilize over multiyear worth 

if information removed from the smart card framework. We are intending to give systems to programmed 

recognition and prediction of occasions, and expectation and control of traveler streams on wide and complex 

transportation systems. Specifically, we are going to detect and described traffic anomalies using a novel 

approach based on the routing behavior of drivers. Our approach will be enables us to discover an entire graph 

of the road network associated with an anomaly. Subsequently, we are going to propose an approach to mine 

social media for terms that are constrained to the sub-graph geographically and temporally and correlated with 

the anomaly.  
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